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Summary Outline  
Due to my experience in both music academia and industry, I had the good fortune to be the 
member of staff to develop this unit “Managing the Future”. The Unit, and particularly the Dragons 
Den affords students to manage their own future‐planning within the creative sector. The challenge 
for units, such as these, is in ensuring students are able to perceive the relevance to their own 
journey, as too often JUST the practice is perceived to be all‐important; the primary interest often 
tends to be not in writing business or project plans, but simply to make music. The considerations of 
how to not only train fabulous musicians, but also future entrepreneurial talent thus features heavily,
albeit often implicitly in the unit design considerations.  
 
Having taught in the area of music technology for over 20 years, including having taught 
practicefocussed, theoretically, historically and  philosophically focussed units, I am very much aware 
that the most popular units in Music Technology degrees most often tend to be the studio 
production units. This is where the core practice is perceived to reside, and also the most expensive 
and impressive piece of equipment, which tends to be the image that attracts music technology 
applicants to study at University in the first place.  
 
This general conundrum, that incorporates the tensions of a practice and discipline, situated 
between the vocational and the academic, between ‘popular’ and ‘classical’ cultures, and often 
between technical and humanities subjects (Boehm 2006, Sacco 2011, Brown 2015, King and 
Himonides 2016)  needs approaches that address the development of individual creative identities 
and communities in a commercial and/or entrepreneurial external context. So it is even more 
important to design units that maximise the perceived relevance whilst ensuring rigorous content in 
areas that students not necessarily perceive relevant, such as marketing, contracts, intellectual 
property rights, business planning, etc  
 
Employability in the area of creative practice is here more about a 3 – 5 year graduate induction 
process, in which young talent is slowly inducted into a  growing network of professionals that the 
department holds and facilitates. This nuanced conceptualisation, slightly different from what the HE
sector usually would consider under the term of ‘employability skills’, has the potential to provide 
more motivational energy. It works as it underpins mastery, autonomy and purpose, as proposed by 
(Pink 2011) but also addresses the specific entrepreneurial  cultures in the creative sector (Florida 
2004, Florida 2012).   Thus it was important for this unit to bring in expertise from business planning 
and entrepreneurship, but ensuring all learning provision is contextualised specifically in a creative 
sector context, as well as to allow opportunities to network with professional practitioners from the 
‘real world’. Consequently, the unit affords students to see themselves not only as artists, but as 
creative entrepreneurial professionals.  
 
In terms of assessment strategy, there is a flow from internal reflection to external presentation, 
from exploring to developing. The first assessment is a SWOT and TOWS analysis of strengths and 
weaknesses, opportunities and threats. The second assessment point is a business/project plan with 



a presentation in front of a Dragons Den Panel. The Dragons Den allows a significant number of 
professionals to interact with our students and their plans for their own futures, linking their talent 
with external professional networks.  
 
Areas of knowledge that the design of this and similar unit has drawn from comes from various 
knowledge dimensions, but specifically the general area of music technology education in HE. Areas I
have written about focus around questions such as: How can educational provision be structured in 
the area of music technology? How do we best facilitate interdisciplinary subjects in HE, considering 
that Music Technology is a new, interdisciplinary subject area. What different models of music 
technology education exist in HE in the UK? (Boehm 2002, Boehm 2006, Boehm 2007, Boehm 2009, 
Boehm, Linden et al. 2014, Boehm 2015) 
 
There are also considerations of how we facilitate employability and innovation at university level, 
and what kind of partnerships are possible and desired between industry and university? 
Considering that innovation is proven to be linked to active creative and cultural engagement, how 
can we support our students to become confident producers of innovative services and products? 
(Williams 2002, Deem, Hillyard et al. 2007, Etzkowitz 2008, Curley and Salmelin 2015) (Carayannis 
and Campbell 2012, Clay, Latchem et al. 2015) Who teaches, who learns, who trains and who uses 
this knowledge to produce innovation is not as clear as it used to be, and university based 
educational delivery needs to adapt to more modern models of learning. Universities have a large 
role to play to support healthy communities, they are anchors in their regions. (Sacco 2011, Watson 
2011, Watson 2014) 
 
Additionally, there are the cultural evolutionary questions, questions around high and low brow 
culture, the development of new co‐production models, new artistic identities. The creative 
industries might seize to exist, due to the access to arts, and in my case, music and music technology,
being ubiquitous. As Sacco suggest, art and culture becomes the social software and is so embedded 
that it seizes to be a distinct industry anymore. This is conceptualised under the term Culture 3.0 and
has substantial implications of how our students will become the future creative producers in a world
where the differentiation between consumers and producers will simply vanish.  (Sacco 2011, Florida
2012, Sacco 2014) 
 
The presentation and the full article will cover the above issues in more detail, including providing  
design considerations, student feedback and evidence of  the impact it has had to students. 
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